Executive Summary

Since taking office, the Trump administration has engaged in a concerted, across-the-board attempt to weaken many of our nation’s bedrock health, safety and environmental laws. Unless stopped, these efforts will have profound consequences:

- The adverse impacts of climate change — including severe property damage and loss of life — will accelerate;
- Our air and water quality will decline, hitting the most vulnerable Americans especially hard;
- Oil and gas and other private, extractive industrial activities will be prioritized over conservation, recreation and wildlife uses of our public lands and offshore ocean resources;
- Our communities will be exposed to dangerous chemicals and major industrial disasters.

State attorneys general have mounted a vigorous defense against the administration’s assaults on our environmental, climate and clean energy values. Since the start of the Trump administration, state attorneys general have taken 300 actions to advance laws and policies covering air, water, toxics, clean energy and other environmental issues. They have exposed the administration’s efforts for what they are: unsupportable, poorly reasoned attempts to twist the law and the facts so that fossil fuel and other industry interests can shift climate and conventional pollution risks to the rest of us, typically under the false guise of harmless “deregulatory” actions.

Thankfully, state attorneys general have created an effective defensive shield that, to date, has blunted the worst of the administration’s anti-environmental agenda. Out of 28 environmental cases tracked by the NYU Institute for Policy Integrity, for example, the administration has won only once. But the most significant battles are now getting underway. More danger lies ahead; the fight is far from over.

To assist interested parties in keeping track of the important work of attorneys general on clean energy, climate and environmental matters, this report announces the launch of a searchable “Attorney General Actions” database that will enable users to more easily access and review the 300 significant regulatory and legal actions undertaken by attorneys general.

This report also culls representative actions from the large body of state attorney general activity in the clean energy, climate and environmental arena. Our goal is not to cover the waterfront, but instead to highlight some of the administration’s most serious assaults on our environmental values and key actions that attorneys general are taking in response. To do so, the report presents short takes on six major topics:

- The Failure to Confront Climate Change
- The Reversion to Dirtier, Unhealthy Air Quality
- The Weakening of Clean Water Protections
- The Exploitation of Our Public Lands & Wildlife
- The Undermining of Clean Energy & Energy Efficiency
- The Failure to Keep Americans Safe from Chemical Accidents and Dangerous Toxics
New Attorney General Actions Database

As the Trump administration pursues an agenda of watering down or outright repealing clean energy, climate, environmental, and health and safety rules, state attorneys general have served as a critical first line of defense. Since the start of the Trump administration, state attorneys general have taken 300 actions to advance laws and policies covering air, water, toxics, clean energy and other environmental issues. See Figure 1. This includes everything from detailed comments on proposed rules to multistate lawsuits.

To help explain the scope and importance of the growing body of work of attorneys general, the State Impact Center has launched a new online database that is sortable in five categories — by state, targeted agency, issue, action type and associated document type. The database is updated regularly and includes background information about each action and links to relevant documents.

Explore the Attorney General Actions database at law.nyu.edu/centers/state-impact/ag-actions.

Figure 1. Actions by State
The Failure to Confront Climate Change

Thanks to final actions taken by the prior administration, Clean Air Act obligations to reduce the U.S.’ greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have kicked in for three of the largest sources of GHG emissions in the United States: (1) the electric power sector; (2) passenger cars and light-duty trucks; and (3) the oil and gas sector. Combined, these three sources account for nearly half of all U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. See Figure 2.

Rather than following through on current legal requirements to combat climate change by reducing emissions from the three major sources of almost half of U.S. greenhouse emissions, the Trump administration is irresponsibly doing the opposite. The administration has stopped scheduled reductions and is in the process of turning the regulatory dial the wrong way, opening the door to significant increased greenhouse gas emissions from this huge slice of the U.S. economy.

State attorneys general have mounted multiple administrative and judicial challenges to the administration’s attempts to avoid required reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. These battles are reaching a crescendo as the administration moves forward with replacement plans that will materially increase, rather than reduce, GHG emissions. Within the past few months, for example, state attorneys general have filed court actions challenging the legality of the Trump administration’s replacement of the Clean Power Plan (covering power industry emissions) and its revocation of the California waiver (impacting car emissions). State attorneys general also have filed extensive objections to final agency proposals regarding proposed rollbacks for nationwide car emissions standards and methane emissions from the oil and gas industry.
The following graphics illustrate what is at stake:

- **In the power sector**, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has abandoned the Clean Power Plan which, based on an updated estimate, would have reduced greenhouse gas emissions from coal-fired power plants by 37% — or **641 million metric tons** of carbon pollution — by 2030. In contrast, the EPA’s replacement plan (the so-called Affordable Clean Energy plan) includes only minimal restrictions which will likely prolong the life of fossil fuel plants and lead to net emissions increases. See Figure 3.

- **In the oil and gas sector**, where powerful methane emissions are contributing an outsized adverse impact on the climate, the Interior Department has killed regulations that would have reduced methane emissions from oil and gas operations on public lands, and the EPA is in the process of removing methane-specific emissions restrictions on new oil and gas sources, while it continues to ignore legally-required reductions on methane emissions from existing sources. Methane emissions increases resulting from the EPA rollbacks (for new sources) and inaction (on existing sources) will total 4.3 million tons of methane in 2025, which translates to an annual increase of **107.5 MMT CO2e** in 2025 (based on the EPA’s 100 year global warming potential conversion factor) or **374 MMT CO2e** in 2025 (based on a more accurate, 20 year conversion factor). See Figure 4.

- **With regard to cars and trucks**, the EPA has announced that it is abandoning reductions in tailpipe emissions that were put in place by mutual agreement among the federal government, the state of California and the auto industry in 2012, and that are scheduled to continue through 2025. Consistent with its interest in enabling greenhouse gas emissions from the auto sector to increase, rather than decrease, as required by law, the EPA: (1) has revoked California’s right to set stricter tailpipe standards for it and other states that choose to adopt them; and (2) has proposed a replacement rule that would roll back currently-scheduled emissions reductions by freezing scheduled efficiency improvements. Together, these actions would trigger an estimated cumulative increase in carbon pollution of **1,055** (high oil price) to **1,317** (low oil price) **million metric tons** over the lives of model years 2020-2035. See Figure 5.

In sum, by facilitating *increases* in greenhouse gas emissions from three of the largest sources of emissions in the U.S., rather than reducing such emissions, as required by law, the administration is ignoring the climate change threat, and turning its back on readily available, legally required mechanisms to reduce emissions from nearly half of U.S. sources. Instead, it is recklessly adding tens of millions of additional tons of greenhouse gases that future administrations will need to remove before they can even begin making any forward progress in addressing the climate crisis. State attorneys general will fight to the finish to stop these illegal GHG emissions increases.
The Reversion to Dirtier, Unhealthy Air Quality

Clean air protections are a major target of the Trump administration. Its actions threaten to undercut decades of progress under the Clean Air Act, to the detriment of public health and the environment. State attorneys general are actively opposing these efforts, in particular the administration’s attempts to weaken standards for airborne toxics (including, in particular, small particulates) and smog-forming ozone, and to ignore the public health harms caused by exposure to pollution from upwind states.

The air we breathe has gotten dirtier and more dangerous to our health during the Trump administration. In 2017, more than 25 million Americans had asthma, and more than 3,500 Americans died from asthma that same year. See Figure 6\(^\text{18}\) and Figure 7.\(^\text{19}\)

- Since 2016, nationwide levels of fine particulate matter pollution (PM\(_{2.5}\)) has spiked 5.5 percent.\(^\text{20}\) See Figure 8.\(^\text{21}\) PM\(_{2.5}\) are tiny pollution particulates — one-thirtieth the size of a human hair — that travel deep into the respiratory tract, reaching the lungs and causing a wide range of serious health problems, including asthma, heart disease and increased mortality from lung cancer.\(^\text{22}\) Indeed, the 5 percent increase in PM\(_{2.5}\) has been associated with nearly 10,000 premature deaths. See Figure 9.\(^\text{23}\)
Ozone pollution, which causes smog, has also been increasing under the Trump administration. It causes serious health problems, including asthma, cardiovascular disease and stroke.

Our air will continue to get dirtier as the Trump administration rolls back long-standing Clean Air Act regulations. For instance:

- Even though particulate pollution poses one of the most severe health risks of any air pollutant, the EPA has proposed to disallow consideration of these health impacts in future rulemakings. Likewise, the EPA is revising its rules restricting mercury and other toxic emissions from the power industry to exclude consideration of the benefits achieved by reduced particulate pollution.

- The EPA is refusing to enforce the Clean Air Act against industrial pollution sources that are causing high levels of ozone and unhealthy smog in downwind states. The agency also has dragged its feet on enforcing the 2015 rule that limits ozone pollution levels to 70 ppb.

State attorneys general have been leading the effort to oppose rollbacks of critical air pollution control rules:

- State attorneys general are fighting the EPA’s attempt to unlawfully discount or ignore the severe health impacts of particulate pollution by: (1) disallowing reliance on peer-reviewed scientific studies that confirm severe human health risks from exposure to particulate pollution; and (2) failing to consider the health benefits from reduced particulate pollution when regulating other pollutants under the Clean Air Act.

- States attorneys general won an important court victory to require the EPA to force upwind states to reduce smog-forming ozone pollution that causes health problems in downwind states, and are pressing courts to take further action. Attorneys general also have prevented the EPA from weakening the 2015 ozone standard, and have forced the agency to identify areas of the country that are suffering from high levels of unhealthy ozone and smog pollution.
The Weakening of Clean Water Protections

For the last 50 years, the Clean Water Act has protected important water resources from industrial pollution and prevented the destruction of wetlands and streams. Uniform national requirements have stopped polluters and unscrupulous real estate developers from interfering with natural water systems — our lakes, rivers, streams, ponds, and wetlands — that filter and clean the drinking water that all Americans rely on.

The Clean Water Act is under attack on many fronts. The most troubling is the Trump administration’s proposal to radically scale back the Clean Water Act’s jurisdiction over an enormous swath of wetlands and upland waters that now receive protection from the federal government. The administration’s target is the so-called “Waters of the United States” (WOTUS) rule — a 2015 reinterpretation of long-standing guidance that determines what waters receive protection under the Clean Water Act. The WOTUS rule included a modest expansion and clarification of federal jurisdiction that largely tracks guidance that dates back to the Reagan era.

The Trump administration proposed a replacement rule in February 2019 that, when finalized in the coming months, will take a meat ax to the nature and scope of waters protected under the Clean Water Act. Estimates show that the new rule will leave more than half of all of the nation’s wetlands exposed to destruction, along with hundreds of thousands of miles of upland streams.36

- The proposed rule completely excludes isolated wetlands that lack a surface connection to waterways, which make up a majority of wetlands in the U.S.37 The proposal also eliminates protections for prairie potholes, western vernal pools, the Carolina and Delmarva bays, Texas coastal prairie wetlands, and pocosins, which are valuable in mitigating flooding, filtering out pollutants, and maintaining biodiversity.38

51% of wetlands will lose Clean Water Act protection.
The Clean Water Act has long protected upland rivers and streams that play a key role in watershed health, including waterways that do not flow year-round — known as ephemeral streams.\(^\text{39}\) These waterways will no longer receive Clean Water Act protection under the administration’s plan. The EPA has estimated that 18 percent of all streams in the U.S. flow intermittently and will therefore lose protections under the rule, but the agency has admitted that it has not completed a survey of affected waterways.\(^\text{40}\) A study performed by Trout Unlimited suggests that a far larger percentage of streams, particularly in drier states, will lose protection — an illustration of just a few of those is shown below in Figure 10.\(^\text{41}\)

State attorneys general have challenged the administration’s efforts to gut the 2015 Waters of the United States rule at every step of the way. State attorneys general sued the EPA for suspending the 2015 rule, submitted comprehensive comments objecting to the administration’s proposed replacement rule, and testified on the harmful effects of the proposal, which ignores science and threatens water quality, while creating an economic burden for states trying to offset upstream pollution.\(^\text{42}\) As nine attorneys general summarized: “A cramped, unclear, or difficult to administer definition of the waters protected by the [Clean Water] Act would not only make water quality protection harder for the States, but would ... promote a ‘race to the bottom’ in which states compete with each other by eliminating pollution controls.”\(^\text{43}\)

The confusion and harms associated with the administration’s withdrawal of Clean Water Act protections will be exacerbated by climate change. The increased frequency and scale of extreme weather, including both floods and droughts, is wreaking havoc on streams and wetlands. The EPA is looking to define federal jurisdiction based on “typical year” precipitation — which “would not include times of drought or extreme flooding” — even though the concept of a typical year may have little relevance going forward.\(^\text{44}\)

**Figure 10. Streams Losing Protection Under the Clean Water Act in Sample States**

- **Arizona**
  - 84% of streams are ephemeral.
  - 579,856 miles lose protection.

- **California**
  - 81% of streams are ephemeral.
  - 711,777 miles lose protection.

- **Maine**
  - 61% of streams are ephemeral.
  - 91,371 miles lose protection.
The Exploitation of Our Public Lands & Wildlife

The Trump administration has mounted a multi-pronged assault on our nation’s public lands and wildlife. In the name of promoting “energy dominance,” the administration has aggressively sought to expand oil and gas drilling activity on public lands, including in frontier areas such as offshore waters in the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic Oceans and onshore, in the pristine Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. To encourage more oil and gas drilling on public lands, the Interior Department has overturned major royalty reforms, reopening loopholes that enable companies to avoid paying their fair share of royalties. The Interior Department has also repealed common sense environmental rules governing fracking activities on public lands. And to ensure that wildlife interests do not get in the way of industrializing our public lands, the administration has rolled back vital Endangered Species Act (ESA) protections and reversed long-standing protections for migratory birds under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).

State attorneys general have led the fight against this across-the-board exploitation of our public lands and wildlife. After a bipartisan coalition of state attorneys general mounted a fierce fight against offshore drilling, the administration put its plans on the back burner. And attorneys general are now in court suing the Interior Department for repealing, without justification, much-needed royalty and fracking reforms.

Likewise, attorneys general will not let the administration drill for oil in the pristine Arctic National Wildlife Refuge — often called “America’s Serengeti” — without a fight. The Arctic Refuge hosts a diverse array of wildlife including migratory birds, caribou herds and polar bears. The Coastal Plain, which has been targeted for oil drilling, is the most biologically productive part of the refuge, providing habitat for multiple species and serving as a critical stop for millions of birds that move on to all fifty states during their migratory journeys. Attorneys general objected to a woefully insufficient environmental analysis issued by the federal government and demonstrated that the administration’s proposal will fail to yield promised economic revenues while significantly harming invaluable ecological resources.

State attorneys general are also committed to maintaining the critical biodiversity gains that the ESA, MBTA and other conservation statutes have made possible over the past several decades. States cannot fill the gaps when the federal government unlawfully walks away from its responsibilities under the ESA and MBTA. They have no ability to force neighboring states to ensure wildlife and habitat conservation. The threats to wildlife inherent in the administration’s actions are also threats to the economic livelihoods of those who depend on the booming tourism and recreation economy. See Figure 11.

▶ For decades, the ESA has protected more than 1,600 plant and animal species and has prevented the extinction of 99 percent of species listed under the Act. State attorneys general raised significant concerns about the administration’s draft proposals to weaken ESA protections. After finding their comments largely ignored, however, the attorneys general are now challenging the final rules. The administration’s rule changes adversely affect the states’ wildlife resources and curtail states’ ability to help prevent federally-listed species from sliding further toward extinction — at the exact time when warnings abound about the ever-increasing threats to biodiversity and the risk of unprecedented species extinction worldwide.
When the administration announced in 2017 that it would reverse a long-standing interpretation of the MBTA by asserting that the Act does not prohibit the incidental take of migratory birds, attorneys general stepped up to challenge the unlawful action. The Act has been wildly successful in providing critical protections for millions of birds from injuries and death incidental to industrial activities, and the threat of enforcement has provided strong incentive to those engaged in such activities to mitigate harm to birds through reasonable, low-cost measures. States own and hold these species in trust and benefit from the ecological services that birds provide, such as controlling insects and rodents and pollinating and dispersing seeds. Birds also provide enormous scientific and recreational benefits, the latter of which generate billions of dollars annually for states across the nation. The federal government is now walking away from its responsibilities to protect these species, at a time of reports of staggering bird species declines and significant new threats from climate change to come.49

**Figure 11. Species Protections, Recreational Interests, and Local Economies at Risk**

- More than 300 migratory bird species fly through New York every year, and help make wildlife watching there a $4.2 billion industry.
- More than 400 migratory bird species have flown through Massachusetts, including the endangered piping plover.
- More than 25% of Maryland residents are wildlife watchers.
- North Carolina is home to 39 animal and 27 plant species listed under the ESA, including the red-cockaded woodpecker and the leatherback sea turtle.
- Hawaii is home to 503 ESA-listed species — more than any other state.
- Colorado is home to 33 ESA-listed species, including the elusive Canada lynx.
- Minnesota is home to the rusty-patched bumblebee and other ESA-listed species.
- Every year, hundreds of thousands of birds representing more than 150 different species migrate 3,000 miles or more from the Coastal Plain of Alaska to all 50 states.
- More than 6.4 million people engage in wildlife watching in California annually.
- Hunting and wildlife watching contributes almost $2 billion to Washington’s economy every year.
The Undermining of Clean Energy & Energy Efficiency

Progressive states, supported by their attorneys general, have been leading the way toward a clean energy economy by promoting energy efficiency and by increasing the clean energy that state-regulated utilities must have in their portfolios. These state interests are coming into conflict with the favoritism that the Trump administration shows for incumbent fossil fuel electricity providers. A major clash lies ahead, as discussed in a report released by the Center earlier this year entitled: *State Attorneys General: Empowering the Clean Energy Future*.

In the meantime, the Trump administration has been waging an all-out assault on energy efficiency standards that the Energy Department (DOE) is required, by law, to impose on a variety of products. DOE’s energy efficiency program has been highly successful:

- DOE has established more than 60 efficiency standards for residential, commercial and industrial products, representing about 90 percent of home energy use, 60 percent of commercial building energy use and 30 percent of industrial energy use.

- DOE’s standards are estimated to save the average U.S. household $500 per year on energy bills.

- The U.S. has avoided emissions of three billion tons of CO$_2$ — equivalent to the annual CO$_2$ emissions from more than 631 million cars — from standards implemented since 1987.

- Efficiency standards reduce harmful emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide and mercury.

- Efficiency standards create jobs and encourage innovation.

The Obama administration issued new standards that were projected to increase annual savings by more than 75 percent over the next decade — the rough equivalent of the energy used by all U.S. buildings in one year — and would save consumers $550 billion between 2009 and 2030. In the name of “deregulation,” however, the Trump administration is taking the efficiency standards program in a radically different direction.

For example, in the fall of 2019, DOE rolled back rules that had expanded the definition of lightbulbs covered by efficiency standards. The rules include a wide range of commonly-used bulbs — the types of bulbs used in nearly half of all lighting sockets in the U.S. Rolling back this particularly impactful regulation will forego significant energy savings for consumers, as well as emissions reductions. See Figure 12. Attorneys general have challenged DOE’s rollback, including filing a petition for review of the final definition withdrawal.

The Trump administration has also unlawfully delayed DOE efficiency standards and has proposed changes that will fundamentally impair the ability of standards to achieve their full benefits. For example, DOE has proposed to add unnecessary administrative barriers to its process for establishing and updating efficiency standards. These changes include a significance threshold that standards must meet to be established or amended; had this threshold been in place originally, the U.S. would
have lost 4.24 quads of energy savings — equivalent to the annual energy usage of 44 million homes.\textsuperscript{61}

These examples are only two of the many challenges brought by state attorneys general in response to energy efficiency rollbacks. Attorneys general have successfully challenged DOE delays as well. A coalition of nine attorneys general filed a petition for review of DOE’s delay of the effective date of its standard for ceiling fans,\textsuperscript{62} which are used in about 85 million U.S. households and can be improved by using more efficient motors and fan blades as well as adjusting the blade pitch.\textsuperscript{63} DOE has since abandoned its effort to delay the effective date.\textsuperscript{64} Another multistate coalition successfully enforced DOE’s obligation to publish its final energy efficiency standards for additional consumer products — portable air conditioners, commercial packaged boilers, uninterruptible power supplies and air compressors.\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{Figure 12. Costs of the Lightbulb Definition Rollback}

- **80 billion kWh by 2025**
  - Annual electricity usage increase is equivalent to the combined usage of all households in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

- **34 million metric tons of CO\textsubscript{2} by 2025**
  - Equivalent to emissions from 7,218,684 passenger vehicles driven for one year.

- **Nearly $100 per household per year**
  - $12 billion in total electricity costs annually.

- **23,000 metric tons of SO\textsubscript{2} by 2025**

- **19,000 metric tons of NO\textsubscript{x} by 2025**
The Failure to Keep Americans Safe from Chemical Accidents and Dangerous Toxics

The federal government has the primary responsibility to protect the public from industrial accidents and harmful chemicals, ensuring that the food we eat, the water we drink and our communities are safe from toxins. The regulatory framework that has safeguarded the nation is now under attack by the Trump administration, which has continually sought to reduce or eliminate common sense compliance obligations on industry.

Nowhere is this more evident than with four basic safety issues that impact all Americans and have the potential to cause severe harm. From weakening rules that govern hazardous materials and major industrial facilities, to failing to act in the face of clear dangers posed by harmful chemicals, the Trump administration is putting Americans at increased risk. See Figure 13.

- More than 40 percent of Americans live in the “Vulnerability Zone” of one or more facilities that use or store extremely hazardous materials and are regulated under the Chemical Accident Safety Rule. When the Trump administration unlawfully attempted to delay implementation of this rule, state attorneys general obtained a court order requiring the agency to implement safety improvements. The EPA then brazenly moved forward anyway to propose a new, severely weakened, rule.

- More than 25 million Americans live within a mile of a rail line that carries crude oil — a serious explosive risk, as demonstrated by a 2013 oil train accident in Quebec that killed 47 people and leveled a small town. Since 1995, the amount of crude oil carried by rail has increased by 13,309 percent. Despite well-documented safety risks of transporting crude oil this way, the Trump administration has sought to roll back critical safety protections for trains that transport crude oil across the country.

- In 2015, the EPA agreed that chlorpyrifos, the pesticide most widely used on crops, should be banned given the confirmed risks of serious adverse health impacts. Despite that, the Trump administration has refused to implement the ban, placing farmworkers and consumers at risk. State attorneys general filed suit against the EPA and won, but the agency has continued to flout its responsibility to pull this dangerous pesticide off the market.

- The drinking water for a third of Americans may be contaminated with PFAS (per- and polyfluoralkyl chemical substances) that have been shown to cause cancer and other adverse health effects. State attorneys general have pushed the EPA to address this public health threat by updating screening levels and preliminary remediation goals, establishing a drinking water standard for PFAS chemicals and designating PFAS chemicals as “hazardous substances” to facilitate their cleanup. The EPA continues to delay action, compromising the safety of millions of Americans and causing bipartisan frustration in Congress and the states.
Figure 13. Chemical Accident and Toxic Exposure Threats

- Most of Oregon and Washington’s hazardous facilities are within an earthquake risk zone.
- Illinois is a major hub for oil train traffic, which now lacks a key federal safety standard.
- Michigan is a hotspot for PFAS contamination, but that may only be because testing efforts are more aggressive than in other states.
- New York is one of four states that have sued PFAS manufacturers for damages and cleanup costs.
- Texas is home to more hazardous facilities managed under the EPA’s Risk Management Program than any other state, by far.
- Chlorpyrifos is heavily used in Georgia’s onion, peach, and peanut industries.
- While the EPA stalled and ultimately refused to ban chlorpyrifos on food crops, California moved ahead with its own ban that will take effect in 2020.
- All of Baltimore’s schools and medical facilities are within 3 miles of a hazardous facility.
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